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Topic 1. The IF Function

One family of functions that sees regular use consists of functions that return values conditionally
upon meeting certain thresholds or satisfying certain conditions.

Figure 1: TEST

Suppose that you are a manager in the human re-
source department of a firm, and you are involved in the
hiring process. You have a list of applicants, and their
standardized test results. A hypothetical example of this
sheet can be found in the TEST sheet of the workbook
BUSI201-LEC05-Workbook.xlsx as shown in Figure
1.

The first task is to find the applicants’ average scores.
We can use the AVERAGE function covered in the previous
topic to calculate the average values in column E. But how
dowemake Excel tell us who passed andwho failed in col-
umn F?We can use the IF function to sort applicants into
the pass and fail categories.

The IF function has three arguments: two mandatory arguments and one optional argument.

= IF(CONDITION,OUTPUT IF TRUE, [OUTPUT IF FALSE])

If used correctly, the IF function will...

1. Run a logic test to see if the CONDITION is met, then

2. Return OUTPUT IF TRUE if the condition is met, and

3. Return the OUTPUT IF FALSEwhen the condition is not met.

If you choose to leave the optional OUTPUT IF FALSE blank, FALSEwill be returned in its place.
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Figure 2: IF

Let us return to the case at hand to see what we can
do. We want to assign individuals a PASS if their aver-
age score is greater than or equal to the cutoff score of
140. Those who do not meet this threshold are assigned a
FAIL. Translating this sentence into something that Excel
will understand and filling cell F3:

= IF(E3>=140,"PASS","FAIL")

Copying and pasting cell F3 to the other cells in the
column, we can assign PASS and FAIL according to the
same rules as shown in Figure 2. Now we should turn
our attention to the second rule that applicants that fail,
but are within 3 points of the cutoff will be given an extra
chance.

Figure 3: IF

The function we want to write would be something
like “For those who failed, calculate the difference be-
tween the cutoff and their average score, and for those
who passed, don’t show me anything.” Translating this
into Excel starting at cell G3:

= IF(F3="FAIL",E3-140,"")

Copying and pasting cell G3 to the other cells in the
column, we see that the differences for the failing candi-
dates are calculated, while the passing applicants did not
receive any value as shown in Figure 3. There are some
other ways to handle this situation, such as using the AND
function, or embedding IF functions in another IF func-
tion.

Embedding IF Functions

Sometimes, the condition we want to check may be too complicated to express in a single argument.
One way users can check for multiple conditions is to embed another IF function within the main IF

function. The second-order IF function can either be placed as the second or third argument of the
main IF function. If the embedded IF function takes the place of the third argument, the form can be
expressed as:

= IF(C1,OUTPUT C1TRUE,IF(C2,OUTPUT C2TRUE,OUTPUT C1C2FALSE))
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Please note that there are three possible outcomes (errors notwithstanding) for this two-tiered IF

function. Excel first checks if the first condition, C1, is met. If the conditions are deemed to be true,
Excel will output OUTPUT C1TRUE, and if false, it will move on to the embedded IF function to check
the second condition. Please refer to the flowchart in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Flowchart of Embedded IF Functions

Navigate to the EMBED sheet of the workbook BUSI201-LEC05-Workbook.xlsx for a hands-on
exercise. The worksheet contains a hypothetical list of 100 courses. Some of these courses are taught
in-person, while others offer hybrid or online instruction.

Figure 5: Embedded IF Example

We want the empty Mode Code column to be filled
up with numerical values that represent the mode of in-
struction. Since there are three modes of instruction, we
need to check for at least two conditions using the IF
function. In this specific case, we can use the following
formula for cell C2:

= IF(B2="In-person", 1, IF(B2="Hybrid", 2, 3))

Please take some time to try out this approach and
check if the results you get from the embedded IF func-
tion are as intended. Youmay notice that the result in cell
C21 is incorrect. Let’s examine thismistake a bit closely to
learn if there are some pitfalls fromusing the IF function.
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Theprimary reason that the result is incorrect is due to a typo in theoriginal data. Insteadof In-person,
the last letter, n, was lost, and the input in cell B21 was In-perso. Therefore, the first condition of
B21="In-person" was not met, and the second condition of B21="Hybrid" was also not met. Fol-
lowing this process, Excel labels the Mode Code as 3.

This is one of the issues we may encounter when applying the IF function to perform logical tests.
The embedded IF function, as it appears above, has a critical blind spot, where it assigns 3 to values that
fail the first two logic tests without actually checking if the adjacent cell spells out Online. One way to
fix this issue is to embed another IF function. Returning to cell B2:

= IF(B2="In-person",1,IF(B2="Hybrid",2,IF(B2="Online",3,"Error")))

Figure 6: Embedded IF Example

Applying the updated IF function to the example, we
find that row 21 returns a customized error message in-
stead of the wrong classification of 3.

This should be considered best practice when deal-
ing with vast datasets, where it is not feasible to manu-
ally check for any errors in the raw data. Applying safe-
guards such as the custom Errormessage, we can ensure
that there are no misclassified items along with checking
for potential errors in the data.
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Topic 2. Some Extensions of the IF Function

In the previous example, we learned how tomake use of the IF function. Somewhat like an extension
of the IF function, there are functions that perform calculations based on certain conditions set by the
user. We will briefly cover three of these functions here: SUMIFS, AVERAGEIFS, COUNTIFS. These three
functions will calculate the sum, average, and count of the cells that satisfy one or more conditions that
the user can set. The syntax of these functions SUMIFS and AVERAGEIFS are identical:

= SUMIFS(SUM ARRAY,COND#1 ARRAY,COND#1, [COND#2 ARRAY,COND#2],⋯)

The function reads as: “Find the sumof the cells inSUM ARRAYwhich satisfy the conditionCOND#1 in
the regionCOND#1 ARRAY, and the conditionCOND#2 in the regionCOND#2 ARRAY, and so forth.”There
are similar functions SUMIF, AVERAGEIF, and COUNTIF that can only handle one condition, instead of
themany conditions that are allowed in the SUMIFS, AVERAGEIFS, and COUNTIFS functions. Therefore
it may be redundant to use the more simple functions.

The syntax for the COUNTIFSwould be:

= COUNTIFS(COND#1 ARRAY,COND#1, [COND#2 ARRAY,COND#2],⋯)

We turn to another exercise to see how these functions work. Please open the sheet IFS in the work-
book BUSI201-LEC05-Workbook.xlsx. The content of the worksheet will be a synthetic list of goods
sold in a department store arranged by the date of the sale, the department whichmade the sale, the price
of the item, and some information regarding the item itself.

Figure 7: Worksheet IFS

Wewill first turn our attention to the tablewith the red headings. This table is asking for us to find the
number of salesmade by each department, the total value of the sales by department, and the average price
of each sale. These each require the COUNTIFS, SUMIFS, and AVERAGEIFS functions. Before turning to
the next page for the solutions, please try to fill out each table on your own.
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Figure 8: IFS Sheet Partially Filled

For cell I3, we use the COUNTIFS function to count
the number of sales from the Home department:

= COUNTIFS($F$3:$F$52,H3)

In cell J3, we use the SUMIFS function, and apply the
AVERAGEIFS function in cell K3:

= SUMIFS($D$3:$D$52,$F$3:$F$52,H3)

= AVERAGEIFS($D$3:$D$52,$F$3:$F$52,H3)

We are using absolute references for the array of cells
to be added and the array that contain information about
our “conditions.” The criteria itself is left as a relative ref-
erence, since we want the criteria to shift downward as we
copy and paste the functions from the cells above.

The second table which is meant to be themonthly sales figure of the entire department store is more
complicated than the previous table. Partially, it has to do with the difficulty in dealing with dates. Take
some time observing the formatting of themonths listed in columnH. The full information stored in each
cell is of the form: YYYY/MM/DD, but only shows us the month of the year due to its formatting being set
to Custom→mmmm. This is required if we want to use the following approach for cell I12:

= COUNTIFS($E$3:$E$52,">="&DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1),

$E$3:$E$52,"<="&EOMONTH(DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1),0))

We should break this function down bit by bit to see what is happening. First, the $E$3:$E$52
portion is simply the array of itemswhich are subject to checking the conditions. Thenwemove onto the
portion that describes the condition to be checked in ">="&DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1).

The first part ">=" tells Excel that the condition to bemet is that for the cell in $E$3:$E$52 is to be
greater than or equal to something to be described later. & exists to “link” the text argument ">=" to the
upcoming function. DATE(⋅) is a function that canbeused to inputdate information. The three required
arguments of the DATE function are a number for the year, a number for the month, and a number for
the day, in that order. The arguments in DATE(⋅) in our case rely on functions that extract the year and
month information from an existing cell, the YEAR(⋅) and MONTH(⋅) functions, respectively, while the
day is manually typed in as 1. To sum up, the first condition (first two arguments) in this COUNTIFS
function is telling Excel to “The first condition that must be satisfied to be included in the count is that
the corresponding date is to bemore recent thanMarch 1st of 2023.”Wemust now close this COUNTIFS
function by giving it a ”sale had to be made before or onMarch 31st of 2023.”

"<="&EOMONTH(DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1),0) is fulfilling that task. The only new
function here is EOMONTHwhich can be interpreted as the ”EndOfMONTH” function, which requires
two arguments. The first is the date to serve as the reference point, and the other is the number ofmonths
to be counted from that reference point. Here, we find the end of the month of March 2023.
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The sum of all sales by month, and the average price of items sold in each month can be found using
the SUMIFS and COUNTIFS functions:

= SUMIFS($D$3:$D$52,$E$3:$E$52,">="&DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1),

$E$3:$E$52,"<="&EOMONTH(DATE(YEAR($H12),MONTH($H12),1),0))

For the final challenge given in the table with the purple header, we want to find the total sales by
department-month. This will require us to use three conditions with the SUMIFS function. The formula
for cell N3will be:

= SUMIFS($D$3:$D$52,

$E$3:$E$52,">="&DATE(YEAR(N$2),MONTH(N$2),1),

$E$3:$E$52,"<="&EOMONTH(DATE(YEAR(N$2),MONTH(N$2),1),0),

$F$3:$F$52,$M3)

The first line simply informs Excel that we are using the SUMIFS function and specifies the values to
be added up if they meet the conditions we will set up later. The second and third lines represent the
date conditions for sales made in themonth ofMarch 2023. Please note that there are slight variations in
how cells are referenced, as the date expands horizontally. The final line represents the condition that the
sales must be from the Home department. This is how we can calculate the sum of sales from the Home
department in the month of March 2023.

Figure 9: Worksheet IFS Last Table
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Topic 3. Detour: Wildcard Characters

One way to broaden or refine search criteria is by using one of the three wildcard characters: *, ?,
and ∼. Suppose we have a dataset consisting of the names of US states. Each of these wildcard characters
allows you to perform the following tasks:

Wildcard Function

* Replaces an arbitrary number of characters in the search.
(i.e. North* will return North Carolina and North Dakota)

? Replaces one character in the search.
(i.e. N? returns NE, NV, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, ND)

∼
Used to override other wildcards.

(i.e. N∼* returns N*)

These wildcard characters can be valuable when working with certain conditional functions. Please
navigate to the WILDCARD sheet of BUSI201-LEC05-Workbook.xlsx. You should find a list of Ac-
counting, Business, and Economics courses offered by a hypothetical college. Suppose you want to de-
termine the number of courses offered by each department.

Figure 10: Wildcard Example

While there are other ways of achieving this goal, we
will apply the COUNTIFS function with some wildcard
characters included in the conditions. To find the num-
ber of courses offered by the Accounting department, we
use the following function in cell G3:

= COUNTIFS($B$3:$B$40,F3&"*")

In order to find the total enrollment in each depart-
ment, we can use the SUMIFS function as follows:

= SUMIFS($C$3:$C$40,$B$3:$B$40,F3&"*")
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